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	Explosion Proof LightsExplosion proof lighting comes in a variety of lighting types such as LED, high-intensity discharge (HID), fluorescent, & incandescent. Most of the newer Explosion Proof lights are LED types for use in explosive and hazardous environments for general lighting purposes. Many Explosion proof lighting are also used for portable lighting applications such as petroleum cell cleaning areas. HID explosion proof searchlights are used where greater lumen output is required and farther throw.
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	Industrial LED LightingAelight offers industrial LED lighting solutions for indoor & outdoor light fixtures like Explosion-proof industrial lights and Explosion-proof LED’s. Energy Saving Lighting Options: Products in this category include, Explosion Proof Industrial lights, Industrial High Bay LED lighting, Industrial portable lighting, and Retrofit Lighting Kits. Lighting is one of the easiest and least expensive ways to save energy without affecting performance. Our energy-saving lights are designed to produce high levels of illumination at greatly reduced operating costs at relatively low installation expenses. Our Industrial High Bay LED lights are designed to replace high wattage HID lights with energy-efficient modern LED technology. Not only do LED lights save on energy costs but they also last longer than standard HID lights providing additional savings in maintenance and lower air conditioning costs due to the lower temperatures of LEDs compared to HID lighting. We use only Cree (USA), Nichia (Japan), & Osram (Germany) LED’s with Meanwell (Taiwan) power supplies in all our High Bay Lights. UL, CE, & PSE certified.
	Solar LightsResidential Solar Lights are becoming more popular as a way to light areas without the use of general electricity. Some of the Solar lighting products come with batteries that take a charge during daylight hours and light up areas at night. Various output levels are available with different lighting patterns depending on your application. Most portable residential solar lighting products are easily installed and do not require electricians help. For larger lighting areas commercial solar lighting products are also available. Residential and Commercial Solar lights typically come with lithium-ion batteries that have a long life and are easily changed.
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	SearchlightsLED Searchlights are used for longer throws than standard flashlights will project. Our HID searchlights are also used in hazardous areas where explosion proof lighting is required, AEX20-EP, & AEX25-EP For non-explosive environments our 35/50W HID Searchlight is used for longer throws. Powered by lithium ion batteries run times exceed 1 hour. High power LED searchlights are also available for applications requiring long shows and the 18W & 40W searchlights can be mounted on automobiles. Larger 80W LED searchlights are ideal for applications where permanent searchlights are required such as prisons, large congregation areas, and areas requiring portable searchlight towers.
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